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Objective This article describes the sonoelastographic features of the patellar
ligament of sound dogs and tests feasibility, reproducibility and repeatability.
Methods Clinically healthy medium-to-large breed dogs were enrolled. Sonoelastographic images of the patellar ligaments were obtained in lateral recumbency with the
stiﬂe ﬂexed by an experienced operator and by a senior veterinary student. The elasticity
colour map included red (soft), green (intermediate) and blue (hard). Tissue elasticity was
measured by calculating the percentage of softness with dedicated software. Categorical,
qualitative data analysis was performed using a weighted kappa statistic for repeatability
and reproducibility. A categorical qualitative assessment was performed based on a grading
scale of 1 to 5 (soft, mostly soft, intermediate, mostly hard and hard).
Results Fourteen clinically normal dogs were considered. A total of 28 patellar
ligaments were examined. Overall, 25 of the patellar ligaments were graded as soft
or mostly soft and the remaining 3 as intermediate. Repeatability was 86.2%, with a
weighted kappa of 0.64 (good), for the well-trained sonographer and 83.3%, with a
weighted kappa of 0.53 (moderate), for the senior student. Reproducibility was 86.2%,
with a weighed kappa of 0.65 (good).
Clinical Signiﬁcance Sonoelastography of the canine patellar ligament is a feasible
and reproducible technique. Patellar ligaments in clinically normal dogs showed highly
elastic biomechanical properties.

Introduction
Desmopathy of the patellar ligament in dogs has often been
reported after tibial plateau levelling osteotomy and tibial
tuberosity advancement.1–5 Patellar ligament desmopathy
can result in an asymptomatic thickening on postoperative
radiographs or have clinical relevance. It generally appears
self-limiting, but several cases can cause marked lameness
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and prolonged recovery from tibial plateau levelling osteotomy and tibial tuberosity advancement.2–4
The diagnosis of patellar ligament desmopathy is primarily clinical, but an accurate assessment of the injury can be
challenging. Even if radiography can detect soft tissue swelling, irregular margins and thickening of the patellar ligament at the level of the tibial tuberosity, ultrasound
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examination and magnetic resonance imaging are often used
to better assess the injury. Ultrasound examination is costeffective and widespread and has the advantage of dynamic
capability compared with magnetic resonance imaging.6
Patellar ligament and Achilles tendon lesions have previously been investigated with ultrasound examination and
include thickening, disruption of ﬁbres orientation, hypoechoic or anechoic core lesions and increased echogenicity of
periligamentous tissues.6–12 Although ultrasound examination provides qualitative evaluations, it does not enable
testing of the mechanical and functional proprieties of the
structures examined; therefore, it is not possible to clearly
quantify the severity of the lesion.13 A non-quantitative
method, using conventional magnetic resonance imaging
or sonography, has therefore been proposed.13
Sonoelastography is a recent non-invasive, ultrasoundbased technique that evaluates the mechanical properties of
tissues.14 Sonoelastography is based on the principle that
tissue displacement, in response to external compression,
produces ‘strain’ within the tissue, and the strain is lower in
harder tissue than in softer tissue.14,15 The strain is deﬁned as
the change in shape of a tissue, while a stress, a force acting on
unit area, is applied on it. The elasticity of a material describes
the tendency of a tissue to resume its original shape after being
deformed by a stress.16 Sonoelastography evaluates tissue
motion by comparing the echoes before and after tissue
compression. The elastic modulus (a physical quantity measuring stiffness) is proportional to stiffness and inversely
proportional to tissue strain.16 This strain information can
be presented either as a visual map (grey scale or colour-coded)
or as a semi-quantitative strain ratio (measurements of strain
differences between two user-deﬁned areas).16
In humans, several clinical studies applying strain ratios
in differentiating malignant from benign lesions of the
breast, thyroid, prostate, testicles, liver, ovaries, cervix and
pancreas have reported promising results.17–28 This technique is useful for assessing tendinopathies of the Achilles
tendon and the patellar ligament.7,29–33 In fact, the different
elasticity patterns of normal and diseased tendons correlate
well with histologic degeneration.34
The relationship between elasticity and tendon strength
has already been investigated, and it has been demonstrated
that detecting non-invasively the elastic module of a tendon
with ultrasounds, it is possible to predict the ultimate
mechanical properties of a tendon.35
In veterinary medicine, sonoelastography is a feasible,
repeatable and reproducible technique for estimating tissue
stiffness in canine and feline liver, spleen and kidneys and in
canine prostate.36,37
Furthermore, sonoelastography is a feasible technique to
evaluate normal and diseased digital ﬂexor tendons in
horses38,39 and is well correlated with magnetic resonance
imaging and ultrasonographic investigation.39 Moreover, as
tendon failure is highly strain dependent,35 sonoelastography may also have a prognostic value by assessing the
evolution of the disease.
To our knowledge, there are no published reports about
the application of sonoelastography in the canine patellar
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ligament. Based on comparative studies in humans and
horses, we hypothesized that sonoelastography could be
useful in the evaluation of the canine patellar ligament. In
this context, the aims of this study were as follows:
• To describe the sonoelastographic features of the patellar
ligament in clinically healthy, medium-to-large breed
dogs.
• To evaluate the feasibility, the repeatability and the
reproducibility of sonoelastography of the canine patellar
ligament.
This would provide a basis for future studies of canine
patellar ligament diseases.

Materials and Methods
Clinically healthy dogs of a variety of ages and breeds were
prospectively recruited. In all cases, the owners provided an
informed consent for the procedure, and the protocol was
reviewed and accepted by the local ethical committee. Before
enrolment, each dog underwent physical and complete orthopaedic examinations and haematology and serum biochemical
analyses. Only normal dogs were included in the study. Conventional B-mode ultrasonographic examination of both
patellar ligaments was performed (►Fig. 1) without sedation,
using a My Laboratory Class C ultrasound machine (Esaote;
Genova, Italy) equipped with a 12 to 18 MHz linear transducer
(LA 435; Esaote, Genova, Italy). The region was shaved and
coupling gel was applied. A patellar ligament was considered
normal when the ﬁbrillar echotexture was homogeneous and
parallel and slightly broadened at origin. Ligaments that
exhibited ultrasonographic evidence of pathologies, such as
disrupted patterns, increased cross-sectional diameter or
internal mineralisation, were excluded. Dogs were also
excluded if the surface area of the probe in contact to the
skin (footprint) was too long and protruded across the patella,
the tibial tuberosity, or both, preventing complete contact

Fig. 1 B-mode longitudinal ultrasonographic image of a normal
patellar ligament in a 2-year-old female Vizsla dog. Proximal is to the
left, 1: distal extremity of the patella, 2: cutaneous/subcutaneous
tissue, 3: patellar ligament, 4: infrapatellar fat pad, and 5: tibial
plateau.
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with the patellar ligament. Sonoelastography was then performed with the same machine equipped with a dedicated
software (ElaXto, Esaote), without sedation, by two different
operators: a well-trained ultrasonographer and a senior veterinary student. For conventional ultrasonographic and sonoelastographic examinations, dogs were positioned in lateral
recumbency with the stiﬂe in maximal passive ﬂexion, to
avoid the anisotropy of the ﬁbrillar structures of the ligament.40 The elastosonographic images were obtained by
applying light rhythmic pressure with the probe. Only longitudinal sections were acquired, and the operators evaluated
each patellar ligament twice. Investigation was made blindly,
and each operator was not aware about the results of the
acquisition of the other operator.
The elastosonographic images were characterized by a
colour translucent map superimposed on the B-mode
images, including the subcutis, the patellar ligament and
the infrapatellar fat pad. Each colour indicated the relative
elasticity of the different structures compared with the mean
elasticity of the entire area: blue (mostly hard), green
(intermediate) and red (soft) (►Fig. 2). Only images without
artefacts were evaluated. Images were classiﬁed as diagnos-
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tic when (1) the real-time visual indicator provided by the
software determined an adequate degree of correlation of
the relative hardness over time (green coil); (2) the distribution of colours in the elastogram compared to the underlying
B-mode image was coherent (overlying dermal layer
appeared mostly hard, while the underlying fat pad was
mostly intermediate with soft striations). The images were
then recorded and stored. Each elastogram was subsequently
reviewed, and the images were processed by means of the
aforementioned software ElaXto. Using the superimposed Bmode image as a guide, two different types of region of
interest (ROI) were drawn: a ROI that covered the entire main
body of the ligament (excluding the patellar and tibial origin)
and a smaller ROI in the central area of each ligament
(►Fig. 3). The softness of the tissue was measured quantitatively using the percentage of softness of the tissue in the ROI
(Elx-t%sft).
Categorical, qualitative data analysis was performed using
a weighted kappa statistic for repeated evaluations by the
same (repeatability) and by a different observer (reproducibility). For that purpose, the categorical qualitative assessment was performed translating the percentage of softness
into a grading scale of 1 to 5 (1 ¼ soft; 2 ¼ mostly soft;
3 ¼ intermediate; 4 ¼ mostly hard; 5 ¼ hard). Values were
assigned as reported in ►Table 1. Categorical qualitative
assessment was performed in the same way for the two
different types of ROI measurements (entire main body of
the ligament vs. central part).
Statistical signiﬁcance was set at p < 0.05. For statistical
analyses, we used Excel, (Microsoft; Redmond, Washington,
United States) and GraphPad Quick Calcs Software ©2016.

Results

Fig. 2 Elastogram of a normal patellar ligament of a 1-year-old male
Labrador retriever dog. The cutis/subcutis is mainly blue (hard), the
main body of the ligament (arrowheads) is homogeneously red (soft)
with an intermediate (green) peritendinous tissue, and the infrapatellar fat pad is mainly intermediate (green) with red (soft) striations.

We examined 30 patellar ligaments from 15 clinically healthy
dogs, 8 males and 7 females, belonging to different breeds of
medium- and large-sized dogs and aged 1 to 11 years (age average  standard deviation ¼ 5.03  3.71; ►Supplementary
Appendix Table 1,availableinonlineversiononly).Onedog was
excludeddueto mineralizationwithinbothpatellarligaments.
The results of the sonoelastography of the remaining 28
normal patellar ligaments were subjectively examined for

Fig. 3 Elastogram of a normal patellar ligament in a 2-year-old female Belgian shepherd dog. Measurements of the percentage of softness of the
tissue (Elx-t%sft) with two different types of regions of interest: entire main body of the ligament (left), central part of the ligament (right).
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Table 1 Categorical qualitative assessment of the patellar
ligament elastogram with translation of the percentage of
softness into a grading scale of 1–5
Grading scale

% of softness

Stiffness

1

Elx-t%sft > 70%

Soft

2

70% > Elx-t%sft > 50%

Mostly soft

3

50% > Elx-t%sft > 30%

Intermediate

4

30% > Elx-t%sft > 20%

Mostly hard

5

Elx-t%sft < 20%

Hard

categorical qualitative assessment, and satisfactory elastographic images were obtained by each operator in all cases.
Qualitatively, patellar ligaments results were mainly red
(soft), while the peritendinous tissue was mostly green
(intermediate). The colour distribution was homogeneous
over the entire ligament length. Mean ROI area was
15.2 mm2 for the entire main body of the ligament and
3 mm2 for the central part.
Overall, 89.3% of the patellar ligaments were graded as
soft or mostly soft, while the remaining 10.7% were classiﬁed
as intermediate. The mean softness value (Elx-t%sft)  standard deviation was 94.9  9.3%.
Repeatability was 86.2%, with a weighted kappa of 0.64
(good), for the well-trained sonographer and 83.3%, with a
weighted kappa of 0.53 (moderate), for the senior student.
Reproducibility was 86.2%, with a weighed kappa of 0.65
(good). A good agreement (Cohen’s Kappa ¼ 0.65) was found
for both operators when comparing the two types of ROI
measurement (entire main body of the ligament vs. central
part).

Discussion
Based on our results, sonoelastography is a feasible imaging
modality to evaluate tissue strain and softness/stiffness in
the patellar ligament in this group of dogs. It is also a quick
and safe procedure, taking approximately 5 minutes, without
the use of sedation, contrast medium, or both.
Similar to the patellar ligament in humans, the normal
canine patellar ligament showed a highly soft elastogram.11,41 Semi-quantitative analysis demonstrated that
sonoelastography was moderately repeatable and reproducible, even with an inexperienced operator. The measurements in the small ROI drawn in the central part of the
ligament were correlated to the measurements of the ROI
including the entire main body of the ligament, depicting the
ligament in this series of dogs as homogeneous.
Some difﬁculties in obtaining transversal sections, due to
the lack of proper contact between the probe and the tissue
examined, were observed. For this reason, only longitudinal
sections were acquired. A further limitation was the size of
the stiﬂe. This technique was not feasible in small dogs,
because to obtain diagnostic images, the footprint of the
probe should be located between the apex of the patella and
the tibial tuberosity. Moreover, during the study, dogs were
Veterinary and Comparative Orthopaedics and Traumatology
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evaluated only with the stiﬂe in maximal passive ﬂexion. In
human medicine, it has been reported that the elasticity of
the patellar ligament changes in function with the position of
the knee, being highest in ﬂexion and lowest in active forced
extension, possibly reﬂecting the biomechanics of the knee
joint.42 In fact, active forced extension is not easy to achieve
in canine patients. Moreover, the correct positioning of the
probe in extension may be difﬁcult, due to the smaller
dimensions of the canine stiﬂe, as mentioned above.
Another limitation is represented by the initial cost of the
dedicated software, which, however, is not very high when
compared with other diagnostic techniques such as computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging.
In this series of dogs, the patellar ligament was a highly
elastic structure. This result is in contrast with studies on
Achilles tendons of humans or digital ﬂexor tendons in
horses.30–32,38,39 This discrepancy can be explained by the
fact that the patellar ligament connects two ﬁxed structures,
namely the patella and the tibial tuberosity, while other
tendons are attached to a hard structure at one side (bone)
and to a soft and compliant structure, such as a muscle, to the
other. The damper power of the muscle could explain the loss
of the capacity of the system muscle-tendon to get back to
the initial shape, while tendons connecting two bones
appear highly elastic.41,42
Knowledge of the normal biomechanical properties of the
patellar ligament with sonoelastography could be useful in
assessing and monitoring dogs with patellar ligament desmopathy or injuries, such as after tibial plateau levelling
osteotomy or tibial tuberosity advancement or trauma.
Further studies are needed on a larger number of dogs
with and without patellar ligament diseases.
In human literature, some inconsistencies on sonoelastographic features of patellar ligament tendinopathy exist. Athletes with unilateral patellar tendinopathy had stiffer ligament
on the painful side than the non-painful side in a report,43
while in another article a soft patellar ligament has been
associated with pain and functional deﬁcit in volleyball
players.33 This could be explained by the fact that the position
of the knee during the examination changes the sonoelastographic features of the patellar ligament, as mentioned
above.42 In fact, the knee was ﬂexed during elastography in
the report that found the diseased patellar ligament stiffer. On
the other hand, no information is given on knee position
during sonoelastography in the other cited report, in which
some inconsistencies in the interpretation of the colour strain
map are also present.33 In fact, a hard ligament was described
as ‘elastic’, while a soft ligament ‘less elastic’.33 Moreover, some
engagement of the quadriceps muscle by participants was
possible in painful ligaments even in passive ﬂexion.42
The precise assessment of the patellar ligament with
quantitative measurement may improve the diagnostic accuracy and prognosis of tendinopathies and injuries, as it has
already been shown with regard to the diseases of other
tendons.32–34,39 Sonoelastography may be used during rehabilitation to modulate the exercise regimen in function of the
elastic evolution of the healing ligament and may be used to
monitor treatment effectiveness.
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In conclusion, sonoelastography of the canine patellar
ligament is feasible, repeatable and reproducible in mediumand large-breed dogs. Normal canine patellar ligaments
showed highly elastic biomechanical properties when evaluated with sonoelastography.
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